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Killer Of Eleven
Is Electrocuted

tLEYJONES

Murrayans Assigned
Nuclear
To Fort Knox For
ROTC Field Training

War
Would Kill
49
Million

TWO Murray
have been a,signed to the 1
Army ROTC
Summer Camp tit Fort Knox,
S
Kentucky for the six-week field
training course which will con4
tinue until August 1.
The two are Kelley McCord.
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
By ELLiS RALL
Greenholtz entered his cell to an- husband of Mrs. Carol McCord,
United Press International
2031
/
2
Sixteenth
North
and
son
of
United Press International
ncunce it was time to go.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A
•NCOL N, Neb. (UPI) —
"What's your hurry?" Stark- Mr and Mrs. Walter B. McCord
Defnese official estimated
Charles Starkweather, redhaired weather was quoted by the depu- of 210 Woodlawn. and Richard It
confessed slayer of 11 persons, ty warden. Earlier in the even- Stout, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl oday that 48.900.000 Americans
Stout.
107 North Fourteenth would she of blast fire, or radiawent calmly to his death in Ne- ing. the slayer told a guard, "I M.
brasaca's electric chair early to- had a feehnig that tonight was street. Both are juniors at Mur- tion in an H-Bomb war between
ray State College.
the United States and Russia•
the night."
day.
Major General W Paul Johnson.
Another 20 million would sufStarkweather entered the small,
Five charges of electricity were
pumped into the body of the 20- garishly lighted chamber at 2:01 Canmanding General of the Ar- fer .F.ez'icus injuries but "could be
year-ald killer who can-Knitted 10 a. m, and walked quickly to the mor Center and Commandant of erpected to recover."
All if the 128,100,000 survivors
knife and rile slayings in a large oaken char• He shot the the Armor School emphasized that
ice!
the two Cadets will undergo an would be menaced to some debloody reign of terror i
enuary 40 spectators a quick glance.
intensive period of practical field gree by local or worldwide fallPale, Head Shaved
of 1958. He later admitted an
U ore
His head was saved and he training designed to prepare them
11$ slaying.
This estimate of the price of
Dr. P. E. Getsher pronounced was pale. A guard was close on for the responsibilities of a com5
the killer dead at 2:05 a. m., ether side but he did not appear missioned officer. Included in the nuclear war was presented by
EDT., only four minutes after he to need their help. He was seated over-all program are marksman- Eugene J. Quindlen of the Office
weatx.ns. part- of Civil Defense and Mabilizac must be moved before subwalked into the chamber:and asked whether he had any- ship with the latest
your chance of a lifetime to
Ironically, Dr. B. A. Finkle, thing to say. He shook his head, icipation in tactical exercises, and (ion OC1YM at a hearing by a
ie hybrid bearded iris — pink
was to have pronounced the killer and off:cials began and grim job actual command of military units congressional atomic energy subcarranittee.
In the field.
dead. collapsed at the prison only Of preparing him for death.
yellow and orchid. Not small.
Rep. Chet Hof:field D-Calif.,
Extensive athletic and recreaminutes before the execution,
A green curtain was pulled
oversize 2-tone blooms that
etardnittee chairman, said the
and ft was announced shortly ground the chair as the eke- tional facilities have been especialyear after year after year.
Iris
after Starkweather's death that triodes were fastened into place ly provided for the ROTC stud- figures should help "in evaluatind even more. now yours
ing our military and foreign polbeth& doctor died of an apparent and Starkweather was strapped ents.
hey'll be plowed under. Order
On graduation from Murray icy. . . built around the central
hilirrt attack. Finkle was in his into the chair
will be eligible for factor of nuclear weapon offense
— for less than you would
70s.
When the curtain was opened. State they
commissions as Second Lieutenants and defense."
:et giant 2-tone hybrid
Doctor Hastily Summonsed
the mass slayer presented a goobearded
, He also commented that "we
Dr Getsher waa j
dozen for $5.00. No CODE,
in the teque picture. The mask did not in the United States Army
we
have not faced op to the problem
death chamber at the lel minute cover his ricee or his shaven
y order or cash with
order —
'of the survival of our civilian
by
Dr.
Lewis,
George
Jr.
Lewis
now
head,
the
with
fitted
elecinditional money-back guaran.pcpulation in the event of nuhastily summoned after Finkle's trode. His left leg, gripped by
his price When th.ise
clear attack."
are gone!
callapse. entered the prison gates another electrode, was bare to
People Not Protected
on the run at 2 a. m The exe- the knee.
CO.
floklield echoed the View of
cution was not delayed.
anonymous
executooner.
Services
The
There w‘,11 be Rev iv-a
several expert witnesses who said
Starkv.:eather merely shook h
from euteide the tete. threw the on June 26. 2/ and 28th at the
the people are completely unproDeputy
negatively
when
switch the first time at 2103 a Locust Greve Church of Nazatected and unprepared. Measures
Stden
h
John G reenhol tz asiced m
Sarkw eat her's body surged rene. one rri,e meth of Kiritsev.
could be taken, he said, which
him whether he had a last gate- upward and outward against the Evening cervices
be at 710
,
"would save tens of millions of
ment But earlier. he made an heavy straps as the 1.200 volts n m and there w
a 11
human lives in the event of nuapparent attempt at humor when struck. The second surge one cloeic Sunday service.
clear war."
IC
minute later eitir;ed a crackle:lig
Geraild Tabere .if Trencea ColState
The subcommittee had asked
noise in the chamber. Three more lege Nashville, Tenn. will be the
the OCDM to base its calculations
charges. each hurling the slayer's speaker
on the assumption that the Fhoinert be
agronst its bonds, were
,siens hit 224 U. S. city and rn.
delt the killer
gory targets with 243 hydrogen
, COI,. Throughout Day
balilbs.
fillagaweather was calm through
The targets include 70 so-called
Ai group of Girl Scouts will Ms last afternoon, Greenhoite
"critical target areas" consistir.g
prticipate in a Flag Fternalg on said.
The Coldwater Baptist Church of centers of population and inthe Fouth of July. Because of a
The execution had been stayed revival. Will start Sunday night. dustry,
and 154 Air Force, Atomweather - ehortenend session. it four times Most dramatic of the
June 28th with Rev. Stevens Cobb ,: ic Energy Cenanission, Navy and
was not possible at Day Canto hest-rniroute stays came May 22.
as the speaker.
Army installations.
for the girls to select the Be,t when a U. S. district judge callEveryone is invited to conic
Quindlen did not break down
Camper in each Unit and the ed it istf only 98 mnutes before
Services . his calumny totals for individual
Cobb
• and hear Rev
Most AU-Round Camper There- the execution hour.
will be at 2:30 p. m. and 8:00 'target areas but said he would
fore, the unit leaders and comp
,Respeneible for that stay was o'clock in the evening.
present such regional figures Fridirector chose instad the follow- Starkweatheels father who spent
Amending to Rev. A R. Harris, day.
ing girls. Good Campers on the a desperate night and early mornpastor the revival will continue
Half Di• Immediately
firet day. as color prat&
ing telephoning federal judges in
He said that of the 48,900.000
•Meverly Goode (Sheri Outland, a vain effort to stop the execu- through July 5th.
estimated dead, 23 million would
alternate) - Fort Apache; Caro- tion.
EARNED HER STARDOM
be lolled the day ad the attack.
I
lyn Wells (Carolyn Butterworth,
Starieweather died swot/is:Alla
IThe other 25.900.000 would be so
alternate) - Blatt Hill; Jeanie for the death of Robert Jensen.
BURBANK, Calif. IlIPIl
Star of ,seriouely injured they would die
Dluguid (Martha &icy. Alter- 17. Bennet, Neb., one of his 11
• again. Ever)
the show at the Valley Chapter of later.
y getting
nate) - Happy Campers; Kay
the Mothers of Twins Inc. picnic
Of the other 20 million injured,
Hale (Cynthia Alexander, AlterVhatever you p
to do,
yesterday was Mrs. Miona Sch- bauut 7,300.000 woujd suffer blast
nate)
Hickory
Grove:
Jeanne
out any kinks in v, ton
munck. 35, mother of one set of .and burn injuries add about 12,Steyt.ler (Dew Anne Brumley,
ice, why not phone ahead
four-year old twins, one sot of 000,000 would stiffer frum inalternate) - Pioneer; Margoret
five-year old twins and one set 'Itense radiation of early, local
as? No fun to be on the
Crider (Mary Lou Bryant. atterfallout.
of two-year eld triplets
nate) - Senior Aides
signs roll by! Then, too,
"About three out of every tour
BABNIHIAL'SEN.
Germany
(ARLassiter
was chosen
ers with old friends is a
'people in the United States would
NOW IT'S LEGAL
Flag Bearer and Leoehlee Bell as 1INC) — Army Pvt. Reid D. HenII want to check in with
'survive," Quindien said.
the alternate. The new 49-star derson. eon of Mrs. Lillie E. HenCURRITUCK, N. C. EEO —Make sure everything's O.K.
flag will be presented by the derson. Route I. Hardin. Ky., reDAUGHTER BORN
Murray Girl Scout C•ounict1 to the cently arrived in Germany arid gistrate Mickey Dozier respected
help to make a vacation
--community at 10:30 a m. on the is now a member of the 5th Ar- the wish of a young couple he
!member, Long Distance
married Wednesday that he not
tillery.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sledd, LexCourt Square
Henderson, a cannoneer in the reveal their names "because our ington, Ky., and formerly of
0-station with extra barpreillery's Battery B in Baben- children are too young to under- Murray announce the birth of a
hausen. entered the Army in stand the situation." Dozier said baby daughter, born on June 15th
Septemtber 1958 and completed the situation was the couple's pre- in a Lexington Hospital, weighbasic combat training at Fort vious Arkansas marriage had been ing 8 lbs and is named Louanne
Invalidated because a justice of Bill is attending the UniverattY.
Knox, Ky
tit
S
MeClane
has
returned
to
. If you're like me, you're
The 18-car-.ld
soldier at- the peace's license had expired
Mr. and Mrs T. Sleds!, 712
his work with Western Union
nirth of July. But all too
tended South Marshall
Hi g h before he marled them. They I Poplar street in Murray are the
here
came to Dozier to make it legal.'paternal grandparents.
t happy day. So I'd like
He said that he underwent two School.
major operations on his right
out safety during this big
eye Mr retinal detachment, irt
. swimming, boating, or
Philadelphia.
tere's a thoughtful thing
The second operation failed.
Later when his health permitted.
)y Long Distance to let
a third operation was performed
, It means so much to
'in Miami. Fla., under the (treethe Fourth.
cif Dr. Edward Norton of
it
t
Miami school of Medicine. at
the Jackson Memorial Hospital.
Mr. McClane said that he is
d in the Bell Telephone
seeing with one eye now. and
hopes with continued healing fer
machine by which rf'‘‘
still more imprevement. He expreesed much thankfulness to the
many people here who sent best
14
w -hee to him during the ordeal.

r Steal
ing man

•

• .
rid

toenst Grove To
Hold Revival

Cirl Scouts Will
Participate In
Flag Raising, Fourth

Coldwater Revival
Will Begin Sunday

•

—

• eed Henderson
Arrives In Germany

frondres

B. S. McClane
la Back On Job

0

•

Weather
Report
United Primo !Mimosas/AM
a,outhwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy through Friday, .scattered
afternoon and evening thunderells-rivers and little wa.rmer today.
Continued warm Friday. High today 88 to 92, low tonight 68 to
71ir
ernpenatures at 5:30 a. m.
CDT: Covington 73, Paducah 72,
Bawling Green 70, London 70,
Lexington 71 and Hopkineville
72.
Evansville,'Ind., 74.
Huntingtin, W. Va, 71

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
••••

Runaway Truck Kills!
Three, Injures Four Oil BOOM
iut
e
DULUTH, Minn. (UPI) — A
Metcalf
loaded grain truck ran out of

Hits

control Wednesday night down a
steep, curving street, srnashed into an autorrebile, then jumped a
curb and plowed through three
h.omas.
Th:ee persons were deed, four
others injured, three houses virtually destroyed and the truck
and automobile demalished.
Police found parts csf the truck's
tranemission two and one-half
miles up the scenic drive from
the safe where the vehicle, its
load of oats scattered, finally
lunged to a halt partially inside
the third home it hit.
()Ricers said truck driver
Ralph Redlin, 50, of Ellendale,
N. D.. apparently lost the transmission when he trued to shlt
at a sign warn:rig: "Trucks shift
into tower gear."
The bodies of Redlin and his
wife. Ruby, 34. were found inside
the telescoped truck when it was
pulled from a gaping hole in the
home of Earl T. Hayes. He and
his wife, Ruth. 61, suffered cuts
and bruises.
Motorists Roy Cieh, 26. of Superior, Wis., was found dead amid the wreckage of his car a
half black away from the roar
Of Fames on Duluth's west side.
Rueben Widell, 44, and his
wife, Lucille. 42, who lived in
the second house hit by the berserk truck, were pinned under
a caved-in wall of their h.:ine.
Mrs Wide)] was buried under a
pile .1 oats with only her nose
and eyes visible, and neighbors
helped an ambulance crew dig
her .rut.
Mrs. Widen was reported in
pun- condition at St. Mary's Hoepetal with a back injury and braken ribs. Mer husband was reported less seriously hurt.

Bulletin
NEW YORK
—The Floyd
Patterson
Ingeinar Johanason
heavyweight title fight was
postponed from tonight to Friday night because of rain and
wet grounds at Yankee Stadium,

Construction,
Bomb Shelters
Is Rejected

FRANKFORT WI) -- Unexpected
prosperity LS ozzing out of the
Beaver said in previously hard up
Metcalfe County.
The county has always been one
of Kentucky's least prcductive
areas, but former state geologist
Dr. Willard Rouse Jillson reported after a field trip to the area
Wednesday that the south central
Kentucky oil boom has spread to
administration officials, a sevenBy VINCENT J. BURKE
Metcalfe. at least in a small way.
United Press International
by
man subcommittee headed
A pool of oil believed to be
Thomas
D-Tex,
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The 'Rep. Albert
not more than two miles square
is being tapped daily, with wild- lHouse Appropriations Committee drafted a money bill carrying 4
catters hitting oil at around 285 today rejected an administration million dollars for two centers.
But the committee, on motion
request for $2.700,000 to build
feet in the Beaver sand.
of Rep. Themes G. Abernethy
The first well, brought in by a the first of eight proposed underD-Miss., knocked the entire 4
group of drillers from Benton, ground centers from which the
could
operate
in • million out of the bill before
about two miles south of government
, sending it to the House floor.
Edmonton and named the 111Rufus event of an enemy attack.
was to baTe
The second cent
Overturning
a
subcommittee
Smith No. 1 after the owner of
Congress been built at Harvard, Mass.,
that
the property, has been running recommendation
!committee sources said.
about 250 barrels a day. Oil sells provide $4.000,000 to build two
Overturning another subcorncenters, the committee refused
Lt. $2.60 a barrel.
• mittee recommendation, the corn Altogether about 40 wells now to proivde anything for the promittee approved an administraare producing. one of which ran grain.
tion request for 9 million dollars
committee
tank
the
l'he
action
more than 1,000 barrels the first
in approving a $632,568,845 sup- for land acquisition and construeday.
ten to modernize the National
Jillson• saidt he Metcalfe field plemental appropriations bill. The Space Agency's
jet propulsion
measure
sent
the
was
to
Hone
is small "rid has been pretty well
laboratory at Paseadena, Calif.
floor
action
for
Monday.
outlined by a ring of dry holes
The subcommittee had voted to
• The preposed underground conaround it.
deny the funds.
The geologist said many farmers trol centers-one in each region '1 The net result
of the two acef the country-are part of a
who had been scratching a bare
Gins was to increase the size of
subsistence out of the soil along long-range plan designed to en- the bill by 5 ireillion dollars leavHickory Ridae ncw were getting able the government to continue ing it $256,362,572 less
than the
functien.ing on a de-centralized
more from oil in a day than
basis in case of an attack on the President requested
tobacco brought them in a year.
The bill allotted $484,800,000
United States.
He thought the field might oil
Pres.citnt Eisenhower had re- to finance the National Space
Metcalfe County's economy to the
'quested Congress this year to put Agency in the next timal year
tune of some 51,500100 before it
up $2.700,000 to build the first starting July 1, a reduction of
runs out, and said there was
ndergn rind center near Dent- 545.500,000 from the budget resome possibility that Iter p,ols
on. Texas. deferring construction quest. In addition, it carried PAPmight be found if thea, Beaver
of the others bo some later date. plemental funds: for a dozen other
sand vein can be traced.
After hearing testimony from federal agcncies.
The plan for the underground
Control centers eels:ions ultimate
ounstructton of one at or near
each Of the regional headquarters
of the office of civil and defense

ni.,

Long Urges He Be Prayed Out
Of Hospital, In Rec9rdin
i
6- -

The other
x headquarters are
h *sated • at
asville,
Ga.:
Denver. Colo.; Battle Creek,
Mich.: Everett, Wash.; Santa
Rosa, Calif.; and Olney, Md
In event of emergency, the underground centers would operate
as a subordinate retonal headquarters for the federal govern'
ment in-, depending on cu-corn.
stances, any one of the eight
might be called upon to take oaf"
and direct nationwide recoverj
efforts.

By JACK V. FOX
state hospital
United Press International
Wants Sanity Ruling
BATON ROUGE. La Tee —Gov.
New Orleans radio station
Earl K. Long appealed ta the WNOE
to which Long's attorney,
people of Louisiana in a smuggl- Joe
Arthur Sims took the original
ed tape recording Wednesday night recording,
quoted the attorney as
to pray him out of the mental saying
Long would prefer a sanity
hospital into which he said he was
hearing "to enable him to refute
railroaded by his "jealous" wife
charges that he suffers from menand ambitious nephew. U. S. Sen. tal
instability." The station also
Russell B. Long.
quoted him as saying that 15
Political observers speculated the doctors
were being flown •, the
colorful meandering stump - type hearing
by chartered plane.
speech, broadcast on radio stations,
Long said:
throughout the state, might draw
"I feel certain that having a man
thousands of political supporters to
the Coviruton Junior High School like the Hon. Robert D. Jones of Wisdnissday's Complete record folbasketball court where Long will this district deciding my case that lows
appear for a district court habeas I'll be a free man Friday."
FRANKFORT run — Kentucky's
Judge Jones had been asked
Census
..... 51
corpus proceeding Friday.
Interstate Highway pr.-gram will
Adult Beds
65
His wife. Mrs. Blanche Long, earlier if he could be descrrbed
come to a halt immediately if
as
a
"Long
man" politically He
Emergency Beds
14
whom he bitterly accused of conConaress fails to provide additionPatents Admitted
3
spiring with his political enemies, replied: "I want to make it quite
al funds, state Commissioner of
Patients Dismissed
0
fled the state Tuesday indicating emphatic that whatever political
Highways Ward Oates warned
New Citizens
0
fled the state Tuesday indicating affiliations I may have will never
Wednesday.
to force mental treatment on her ,go over into my court."
Patients
admitted
from
Monday
Oates pointed out that KenLong said he had never "tried
husband. Friends said she be11:00 '46. ere to 'Wednesday 9:00
tucky now has 101.8 miles of Inblieved he would be released at to hurt" his political enemies. "I a.
M.
terstate roads under construction
have
never
believed
in
reprisals...
Friday's hearing and feared his
,
5,
s
Jackie
Newberry
or advertised for bids, most of it
and
and
I
want
to
say
this:
I
nave
alleged "homicidal tendencies."
baby girl. Rt. 6; Mrs. J. D. Robin the grade and drain phase of
no
idea
of
impeaching
anybody,
The • court will not rule on
erts
and baby boy, 1708 Fanner:
construct ion
Long's sanity but on whether he taking advantage of anybody."
Garry Prestim Kilgore, Rt. 1,
He said that halting of Uzi proState In "Good Heads"
was properly committed to the
gram might leave all this
ileage
He implied he was not presently Golden Pond; Mrs. Doyce Marunsurfaced.
governor and said the state was is. 1626 W. Olive; Mrs. Jknrnie
President Eisenhower this week
in "good hands" — those of Lt. Lamb and baby boy, Rt. 3, Purrebuked the Congress for its failGov. Lether Frazar and "President year, Tenn; Mrs. Buford Hurt,
1300 Wells Blvd.; James Robert
ure to enact the 1.5 cent per
pro-teen Bill Cleveland."
galon gas tax increase he reLong's speech, taken from the Hardin, Rt 1; Mrs. Leon Edquested to finance the Interstate
hospital by Sims. was delivered wards, Golden Pond; Mrs. Willie
pragram, but so far Congress has
in a Belong, clear voice. It wan- Puckett. Farmingem; Gregg Alshown little inclination to follow
dered and digressed, but veteran len Roberts, 1510 No 10th: Pahis wishes in the matter.
statehouse reporters said it "sound- ducah; Master Jerry Wayne McReynolds, Rt
4, Mrs Thomas
The authorized expenditure by
John J. Brown, Jr.. age 54 ed like the same old Earl"
IV•own, Rt 6, Mrs. Charles N
the federal government fcr the years, died Wednesday, June 24th
"This is Gov. Earl K
Long Johnson
and baby by, 603 Vine:
Interstate program in Kentucky in in a St. Louis Hospital. His home
from the Mandeville nas1961 and 1962 is $81.800.000, and is on REV 1 Hardin.
al," he started out "I'm glad Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Rt. 5;
the money for fiscal. 1961 would
'He is survived by his wife, to tell you good people that as Mrs. Robert Glatt Jelfrey, HI 5;
have been distributed within the Mrs. Ruby Stubblefield Brown: far as mentally. I never was in Eurie Lee Kizykendall, Rt. 1, Hanext few weeks.
one sister, Mrs. Helen Stodkton, better health than I am today. In zel.
But the President says no funds St. Louis, Mo.
my whole life. I've never been Patients disimssed from Monday
for 1961 can be distributed unless
The funeral will be conducted unconscious except when I was
11:00 a. on. to Wednesday 900
the gasoline tax is increased, and Saturday morriing at 11 o'clock asleep."
a. in,
the maximum for Kentucky in at the New Providence Baptist
Later in the speech he said.
fiscal 1962 without the tax in- Church in Calloway County Rev. "I've satisfactorily recovered menEdwin Parks, 2930 Colorado
crease would be $8.700.000.
Jack Doom in charge. Burial will tally."
Ave.. Sandra Monica, Calif.; Mrs.
Oates said that tact of funds be in the New Providence CemeBut he said he was 11 pounds Earl Futrell, Rt. 6; Fayette HOUmight also hold up
onstruction tery.
underweight "after they got ser, 301 No. 13th., Benton; Mrs.
of a new bridge planned between
Friends may call at the Linn through shoving me from one Kirby Hoeford, Rt. 5; Gar A.
Louisville and Jeffersonville, Ind . Funeral Herne in Benton until street corner to another, and put Cope, Rt. I, Benton: Walter MilHe did not think a breakdrwn the func-arl hour.
me on stretchers and tying me ler (Eicred) 304 So 12th.; Mrs.
in the interstate program would
and shooting -me with hypoder- Bternert Farley, 503 Chestnut;
affect construction of urban-priHurtle Lamb, 1002 Poplar; Masmics."
mary and secondary roads, since
"I've been undermined by my ter Kenneth Cleaver, Rt. 1, Althey are financed on a different
nephew. by my wife. and my me; Mrs. Bobby Joe Garland and
baeis.
supposed-to-be-cousin Arthur Long baby girl. Rt. I. Renton; James
The highway commissioner disin Baton Rouge, who means no Robert Harding. Rt. 1.
agreed in principle with the Presmire to me than the moon." Long
ident's request for more federal
Dr Paul K. Flalteman of Cairo. said.
LEAVES FOR COLORADO •
gas taxes, saying this field should Ihnois. has purchased tile equip"These people who wanted to
be left to the states. but added ment of the late Dr. Walter F. kill the Loan shark bill and RusA. P Slaughter of 904 Vine
that "I recognize the Interstate Baker. He will open an office sell Long wanting to be governor
Street is leaving for Denver. Coldefense highways as long-range soon in the same location.
has conspired with my wife, who orado> He plans to spend a few
capital expenditures that could
Dr. Halteman will have all the is one 'of the most jealous women days in Denver,
where a brother
and should be financed over a records of patients of Dr. Baker that God ever let live on this
ls buried, then plans to proceed
lene period of time, as industry An announcement will be made earth, and really and truly she
to Rocky Ford, Colorado to visa
does. instead of on a pay-as-you- soon as to the exact time the has very little
to be jealous With relatives before returning to
go basis."
office will be open.
about."
Murray.
-

Road Program
May Grind To
Quick Halt

Murray Hospital I

John Brown
Passes Away

,ttiicg

Dr. Paul Halteman
Buys Equipment Of
Dr. Walter Baker

AMERICAN TOURISTS PERISH IN NORWEGIAN HOTEL Fill--Fire rages through the packed Stalheim
tourist hotel in Voluientrand. Norway, killing many of 130 American tourista visiting there. There
were 147 pleats and about 50 Norwegian employes in the 50 -year -old, four -story wooden hotel
, when fire flashed through the building at 3 a. m., trapping many in their rooms, The structure
was destroyed within two hours.
(Radiopho(o)
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES Important Role Played By The
Castoffs Clue To Big Success
P 1,01BLI8HEO by LEDGER a TIMES
PUBLISHING COMPANY, tne'onsolidation of the

Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and The
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West
Kentuckian, January
1, 1942

JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Fa
tor,
of Public Voice :tents which, in our opinion, are not for
the best
interest 01 our readers
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES! WALLACE WITMER
Co. 1368
Monroe, Memphis, Fenn., 25U Park Ave.. New York;
307 N. fidichigen Ave., Chicago. 80 Bolystoo St., Boston.

Ii2itered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
JI3SCHIPTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray. per week 20e,
per
Month 85e In Calloway and adjoining counties, per
y ear, $3.50, else-

where. 35 50.

THURSDAY — JUNE 25.

19:0

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New School Buildings
$130.500
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

By MILTON RICHMAN
the White Sox. 4-2, and the Red
I Sox beat the Tigers, 4-2, in other
United Press Internatlanal
•
Paul Richards is making 09CW AL games_
of the Waldorf lo k like small 1 'Milwaukee retained its twopotatoes, considering the fantastic game lead in the National League
results he's getting by mixing a I with a 4-0 win over St. Louis in
pinch of chicken salad with some . a game cut to seven "innings bcCause of rain; San Francisco nipold left-overs.
And if you think that dish is ped Pittsbutah. 4-3; Las Angeles
for the birds, better have a look made it three in a row over
at the American League stand- • Philadelphia. 9-6. and Cincinnati
blanked Chicago, 5-0.
ings.
Daley Checks Yanks
They show Baltimore's onrushKnuckleballer Bud Daley c/ the
ing Orioles only a half-game out
'
A's
checked
the Yankees on seven
I first place and with more victories than any other team in the hits as he racked up his seventh
victory with the aid of a two-rue
league.
Not bad far 3 ball club that Is ! homer by Dick Williams. Roger
. last in the league in hitting, next- Maris singled home the decisive
to-last in fielding and loaded run in the seventh.
Mike Fornieles' fine relief job
down with such castoffs as Skinny Brown. Walt Dropo. Billy saved Jack Harshman's second
victory as Boston beat Detroit.
! Los's and Jim Firagan.
Hershman held the Tigers to five
Castoffs in Important Roles
All of them played important hits in 614 innings, then Fornieles
roles in Baltimore's 7-4 victory came on ..and. didn't give up a
ver Cleveland Wednesday night hit the rest of the way.
Washington capitalized on three
and today another discard, Hoyt
Wilhelm. gets 3 chance to boost I singles and two errors to score
the Orioles into first place when three runs in the ninth and defeat
Dick Donovan of Chicaeo.
he goes against the Indians.
Hank Aaron smashed his 201a
-The Orioles broke a 4-4 tie
when they came up with three homer with two on in the first
inning for the Braves and it wag
runs in the ninth.
Gus Triandals. Dropo — playing that's all, brother, as far as the
his first game after coming from Cardinals were concerned.
The Giants won their game
Cincinnati — and Gardner and
from the P.rates when Leon WagBob NiNetnan each homered.
Brown. who raated his fifth ner's ninth inning pop fly with
victory ,held the Tribe to five the bases full fell safely. Center
fielder Bill Virdon, charged with
hits.
The Athletics downed the Yan- an error, and second baseman
kses. 4-3: the Senators whipped BIl Mazeroski collided cn thi
play.
Wally Moon's two-run homer In
the sixth inning broke a 6-8 tie
between the Dodgers and Phill es
Don Demeter then provided L•
Angeles with an insurance rua,
inted Press International
when he homered.
Jim Brosnan of the Reds held
NATIONAL LEAGUE
the Cubs to four hits in gainine
W L Pct. GB his second victory. Cincinnat
Team
41• 28 .588
Milwaukee
knocked out 1. ser Dick Drott with
39 31 557 2 four runs in the first inning, the
San Francisco
39 33 .542 3 key blow being Ed Bailey's hornLos Angeles
Pittsburgh
/
2 er.
37 34 .52.1 41
34 34 .500 6
Chicago
31 37 456
Cincinnati
30 37 448
St. Louis
Philadelph.a
25 41 3'79

STRIKES TOO cosny
•
NUMBING through some of this week's news magaines. including U.S. News and World Report and Editor
nd Publisher, we find a great deal of discussion about
rata& past, present and impending, and we find in all
ages. regardless of who wins, the cost is excessive — in
act far more than gains justify.
The American Newspaper Guild purchased a two
age ad in this week's Editor and Publisher to claim
ictory in the strike against the Globe-Democrat in St.
Louis, but the fact remains that Newhouse daily sold it's
Plant while the strike was on. When it ended the paper
lives to be printed on contract by the Post-Dispatch, and
he Globe-Democrat will reduce its force of Guild memers from 400 to 300. Wonder what the other 100 think
pi- their union's "victory"7
• A full page ad for the Kansas City Star is headed
Wednesday's Results
°Everything is Up to Date in Kansas City', and the text San Francisco 4 Pittsburgh 3
couldn't have been better written by the Chamber of Cincinnati 5 Chicago 0. night
Mita:. 4 St. L 0. night. 7 inn.. ca.r.
*Commerce. The only /hing wrong with the ad is that Les Anreles 9 Phila. 6, night
Today's Games
there are no daily newspapers being published at this
Xime in Kansas City, due to a strike of typographical St L . uis at 54.1waukee
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
employees, and no city can be "up to date" without Chacaga at Cincinnati. night
xse inmabo
nyatul
gato
sm.pornagcuce.
hL
wah
re
ds
re
Philadelphia • at Los Angeles. meat
:daily newspapers.
Friday's
Games
a few do's and don'ts that ear
For the third week U.S. News and World Report
Si Louis at Cincinnati. night
make the difference between life
uses much of its valuable space to a discussion of the im- Chicago at Milwaukee. night
and death—depending on whether
Pita:burgh
'pending steel strike due to take place in seven days.
at Las Angeles. night I or not you practice safety
' Never overload Match yaw boat
There are too many angles to a steel strike to discuss Phila. at San Francisco. night
and motor. Remember that seats
in a brief editorial, but we are reprinting a thumb-nail
AMERICA!. LEAGrE
do not .ndicite capacity.
!estimate of "who'll be hurt in a steel strike" to indicate Team
W I. Pct. GB Don't stand up. If you must
35 31 .547
change seats, keep to the conarr
we must find a better way to settle labor-management Cleveland
36 31 537
Baltimore
14 vath both hands on the guns ales
\ diiaputes than through strikes: —
Chicago
3; 31 .530 1 ' and keep low.
"Steelworkers will be hurt badly. In an eight-week New York
34 32 515 2 ' Watch the turns Never mak^ a
34 13 50'7 21
strike, he average steelworker will lose $1,000 in wages. Detroit
/
2 sharp turn at Mali speed. The
30 35 462 51
/
2 boat can slide out from under
U he Olen gets a raise of 10 cents an hour, it will take Boston
29 35 453 6 you
Kansas City
him five years to make up the loss.
Washington
1
2 i Keep on the alert for logs and
30 37 448 6/
"Steel industry, in a strike lasting eight weeks, will
! other bstructions. Watch for athWedseaday's Results
er boats. swimmers, and skiers.
lose about a quarter-billion dollars in after-tax profits, Boston 4 Detroit 2
Washington 4 Chicago 2
In rough water keep low in the
• part of which will be recouped later.
7 Cleveland 4. night boat and head into the waves.
Bait m
"Coal industry will lose a huge market. Coal miners, tan. City 4 New York 3. night
Avoid storms, head for shore.
; working reduced hours, will be out an average of $200
Tedaft Gam"
I
Wash:ngton at Chicago
CALIFORNIA LEADS IN
,
in eight weeks.
Boston at Detroit
USE OF GASOLINE
"Railroads will lose about 260 million4 in freight Baltimore at Cleveland
• revenue in eight weeks. Railroad workers in large num- .New York at Kansas City. night' California led the nation in the
, use of gasoline in 1958. according
Friday's Games
bers will face layoffs.
I to the American Petroleum 4New York at Chicago. night
"Iron miners, four out of every five, will be laid off. Washington at Kan. City. night attute. The finire was 5.743.000.00(i gallons. Texas was second
"Auto industry, most other steel users, will be able Baltimore at Detroit. night
and New York State third.
to ride out the early weeks of a strike without too much Boston at. Cleveland. night
'dle. Users who have faiTa to stock up on steel will
be hurt quickly. If a strike dra out, all users will suffer.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Ace.o•r te YOOOOOday's Puzzle
"Government, at least tempor iiy, will lose revenue
6-11ctto
ACROSS
aggpa warm
* profits drop in steel, coal, railroa s. other industries.
3-crawl
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"The whole economy will be aff ted, one way or
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Use Courtesy
And Common
Sense Afloat

i

• Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File

-The net operating income of the Murray Hospital
was $3.653.01, according to the financial rut ort released
today. After a $6.000 mortgage payment W.ist Made the
operating revenue showed a loss of $2,346,9;.
While cleaning the ice cream machine at the Hut
Sunday night. George Steele suffered tv-o mangled
fingers when a cloth which he was using became entangled and pulled his fingers into the machine.
The Mason (-illy Globe-Gazette, Mason City, Iowa,
of June eleventh, carries the announcement of the marriage of the former Mies Lucille Motley, %vim resided in
Murray while her father, the Rev. E. B. Motley, was pastor of the First Christian Church for a long period. Hosts
-of friends extend felicitations.
Mrs. George West had as her guests over the weekend her son, George West. Jr., who is a student at the
Bowling Green _Business University of Bowling Green.
and Miss Sue Langley of Henderson.
The annual VFW barbecue is scheduled for Friday
evening. July 1, at 7:30 o'clock in the City Park, according to plans discussed at the last meeting.
rirrIn Nei. 1 of the First Methodist Church met at
11 lc
'
••.1'h Mr,. J. T. S'unmon.t.
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you get
for your money atTRoger
\ ea a PAIKIMILWAIMIVIMILMi, 111.11% A
... 1111 VALUABLE COUPON

PLUS.,

250 FREE

.111.

A . ,, ititttfittUttIMAINIAIMIALLEIAA1/
VALUABLE COUPON "

50 FREE
op value Stlmos With this :oufon and the
purchase of 3 or more pounds of Ground
Beef at your Kroger Store
Coupon Expires June 27, 1959

Top Value Stamps with this cnupon and tht
purchase of Two Dozen or more Lemons
at your Kroger store.
Coupon Expires rune 27, 1959

I

mydal

\ 1111 intIMPIPALILIAIMPINPAILWAMMAPitilli I
- 1W VALUABLE COUPON II

1,11111)1111 lI.Il I III

V

New

25 FREE
4....
AMo

Toe Value Stamps with this coupon Ad the
purchme of 2 20-oz. loaves of New Super Soft
Kroger Bread at your Kroger Store.
Coupon Expires June 27, 1959

Top Value Stamp Gift Catalog FREE At Your
Kroger Store .
. Bigger and Better Than
Ever.

.Wo

#21911,1111 111111111MEN
25 FREE 1"V

Stamps With Fluffy-Light Kroger—Regular Retail 59c . . . Save 20c

Angel Cake
The Perfect Compliment to any Meal

Delicious Kroger

each

39c

Light Starltist

Special 5Iend Kroger

Famous Kraft

Velveeta

2

59

79*

17:
i''''
;r

23

•
11

-... )6
:-.(...0

'• • • 3

,Y.

....i. 4
,

2 2lolla

Bread

390

Refreshing Kroger Pineapple

19 or
box

Cake Mix

41-st. 93,
can

Grape Drink

V

Beans

1 lbs. 49

Zesty . . . Tangy Kroger

FRYERS

Whole

14-07.

Frovh-Frozen Taste u sea

1007. C9$
pkg. II

& Mts. SI

lb

Chuck Roast
Meaty

45'
lel.
pkg.

Catfish Sticks

Kroger Sugar-Cured Stroked Shoulder Cut

Smoked Picnics
Sweet

65,

29c

There No Waste Because It's Triple-Trimmed . . . Choice Center Cuts
U. S. Government
Inspected & Graded
Lb.

— — —

25'

HI-C Plneappee-Grapetreit, Orange or

Grapefruit Drink --- 'Lenz. 29' Tomato Catsup - -

Lb

one

39C

and Juicy

Cantaloupe _ _2 57c
For

A; Krover Only Luxe 24 Size Heal

;as':
----lirir, a!52

0 .. ...S5
SI
_
• -'.s isia
[sour lir Unc.cd 7esture .5

Lettuce 2 29'
heads

Green Onions

large
Rhona EV

Red Radishes

cello 10e
bag I

e

sle 90

Y..-

• /1.•• 3

P-.
is.

-A
. 2.5

I

Great Northern

25 FREE TV Stamps with Super Soft Kroger

Jumbo 27 Size . . .

51

Kreger Yellow, Spite, Devil's Food or What
/
1
2
boa

Iced Tea

Jiffy Steaks _

A) Na."2
Si cans

2 it'n's 25' Chunk Tuna _ _ - _ _

Applesauce

Lean . .

41•11..

Top Value Stamps with this coupon Ind a
$10.00 or more purchase (excluding tobacco,
beer and wine) at your Kroger store.
Coupon Expires Juno 27, 1151

50 FREE

II

41M1.
.••••
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stock up

roser

during our
summer.

MU Mat A
I
COUPON

SPARE

AD
39c

RIBS
lb.

0

REE

T-Bone Steak

411•••
ann..

this coupon Ind a
excluding tohreco,
your Kroger store.
lent 27, 1151
N

Ground Beef 39
Toppy Bacon 39
SMOKED HAM
49,

.11110.
411=11•
41••••
.1MP

MONVE009.93,
AttINIAMLIKIALIri
COUPON "

EE

12- to 16-lb.
61109c
Avg. - Whole CO
Lb.

this :ouron and the
pounds of Ground
roger Store
lent 77, 1959

THE KENNEDYS MEET THE PRESS—Sen. John F. Kennedy (DMass.) gestures at a press conference on his arrival in Seattle,
Wash. His wife, Jacqueline, sits quietly by his side. Later,
the Democratic Senator from Massachusetts was the principal speaker at a $25-a-plate Jackson-Jefferson Day dinner.

•

a

39C
•

a Nocans'2

.

1

id or White
1902
box

TangY! Mellow,
Full-Bodied!

3.
14e
Ltb.

89c

AT STORES
EVERYWHERE

KREY

Each

$1.89

_- 2

1

A I ,FG+

10•01

ent

ad11.--

45

$100

2-LB.
LOAF

69c

Make MEALTIME
-SMILETIME

HELLMAN'S 8-oz.

FRENCH
DRESSING

19c

OLD FASHIONED

HOOP CHEESE 39e
VAN CAMP

SNACK

LUNCHEON MEA:e
12-oz
Can

BIG BROTHER

SALAD
DRESSING

39e

WITH Gerber

Sweet Pickle
29

COMPLETE VARIETY

Quart

SOuPS

ea. 25c

Parsley
Corn

bunch 10c
white or yellow 5c

Rhubarb

lb. 25c

Plums

lb. 25(

White Grapes

lb. 39c

49

HOLIDAY

MINED FOODS
Cantaloupe

79c

TUNA - - - 1W

(
to,

VEGETABLES

pAg

THE CHEESE SPREAD OF KRAFT QUALITY

0117:0R1

3-lb Tin

LOOK WHO'S HERE—Anthony Eden. former British prime
minister. and wife arrive in Southampton after a 12-day
cruise off the coast of France, on Eden's 62nd birthday.
Lady Eden sprained her ankle, had to be carried ashore.

So: 39(
—

•

20

nOWdrift

WINESAP APPLES
2 lbs.25c
JUNE APPLES
3 lbs.29c
LEMONS
AVACADOS
2W doz.
1W each
PINEAPPLES
each 35c

c

VELVEETA

Packages

•

•

1.11111 1°'

14,

'`I N
Z..ressort

35$

vggIA
01
.
0
WINO

(SMOOTH

19`

•

9
2
ID
4-07S.

Net
'
s01‘04"s

-MELTING

It of

-.4 lbs. 49c

WI"
SI1CeS.
,c1S;
spr e—

BACON

Chicken - Beef - Turt.,‘

its hot I serve more

25'
33'

Sidon Steak

Golden-Rich!

9
4i-or
can

SWIFT PREMIUM

POT PIES

HAM

49!99C'ri

59c

FROZEN

PICNIC

SPEAS
@CdPA
VINEGAR

2-Lb. Pkg.

CHUCK 1
ROAST

ROUND STEAK

MORRELL CANNED

each

lb 29c

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

ea

•
ye 20c

Wieners

FRYERS

c
99

atalog FREE At Your
tgger and Better Than

SWIFT PREMIUM

Lb.

WHOLE

BAR-B-QUED

FRYERS

New

Butt
End

• A••

FRUITS
DESSERTS

Quart

2 JARS

CRACKERS

19c

Hi Ho - - - - 29*

Peanut Butter

Quart

5W

GOOD 'N RICH

For

OREO

57c

Cake Mix WE.11.1.7,!:,Yre.": 2for 1W
Wessolll Diamond Wax Paper '11-of1t1. 1W
3W
Oil Vinegar

\\V.INZ
TOMATO
KETCHUP

NABISCO

aft

COOKIES
11-or.

Gallon

290
•INSTANT

MAXWELL

k.^NV nne pod 0.441

49c

Bakin$
and Salad%

DEL MONTE - 46-07.

iHOUS
IF COFFEE

Pineapple-Orange Drink 3:V

"
FREE
RATRy

qt. 49

PHONE
PLaza 3-5041

\

LAWN

lomm•no•••11

4

NEW 10-oz. SIZE
BUND AND DEAF GRADUATE—Jackie Gennol Coker, blind
and deaf since age 7. becomes the fourth person with those
afflictions to earn a college diploma as she Is graduated at
College of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif. Accompanying her
; are her interpreter-companion-tutor, Dorothy Klaus, and
her guide dog. Miss Coker 1a 31, bad a B-plus

4

$1.39

_\SO
CROCE

Aluminum & Plastic Web

fttLi

°c*4

CHAIRS
yvn-t ru-4

$4.95

z

p..

•

.461

-- •

•
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Miss Betty Charles Bondurant 4 nd .11r.
Louis Wayne Brown ire Married June 20th

THURSDAY -- JUNE 25,1r
PLUMP FEELING HURT

Lochie Laridolt, Editor

Phone PL 3-4707 or
ID 6-3327

SLOUGH. England (UPI)
—
Magic:an Alex hlaKeanvn told
police Sunday that his whe,
Gladys, 49, had vanished. McKe wn, 57, married tor 25 years
and the father of two children,
said she probashly left .beeause her
feelings were hurt. He said he
had t: Id his wife she w3s too
plump to ccr..t.nue
his stage
partner. "Plump or not, I still
:see her," he said.
— —
WOULD-BE RESCUER DROWNS
POPLAR VIT
M s,s UPI —
A 15-year-old boy lost his
life
Sunday whi.e un,s,uceessfully trying to save two young
sisters
m dr..wn.ng. Buddy Smith
chweneci when he jumped into a
creek to try to save Evelyn Reyes., 13, and her a_ster, Evon,
eight. They drowned when they
:.tepped into a 25-foot deep hole
while wading.

Dorcas Class Hears American Legion.
Program In Home ! Auxiliary Meets
1Irs. .1. W. Russell 1 In Legion Hall
! The Dorcas Class of the First
The American Legion Auxiliary
' Baptist Church met recently in i met in the Legion Hall this week
the home of Mrs. A. W. Russell, with Mrs. Claude Anderson.
presN. rth Seventh Street.
ident, presid;ns.
Mrs. Brent Outland's group was
The meeting was opened with
in charge of the program. The the group pledging allegiance
to
devotional taken from the Bible the flag. Prayer was
offered by
was presented by Mrs. Myrtle Mrs. John Williams_
Wall
The annual financial report was
A program of special music read by the treasurer. Mrs. Ned
was given by Mrs. Charles Elder Wilson. The new wheel chair and
and Mrs. Buddy Berry. Mrs. Eld- walker.., purchases from Everests
er sane "How Great Thou Art" and Jennies was on dtsplay.
Mrs. Wilson is in charge of
and "Give Me A House By The
'Side Of The Hill". Mrs. W. C. the wheel chair and Mrs. Williams
is responsible for the Aiken The
Elkins led in prayer.
public may contact these two
During the business meeting, ladies if interested
in using the
Mrs. Henry Warren, president, equipment.
pres:ded. The gr:up with the best
It was announced that the new
attendance was presented a gift.
officers would be installed at a
During the social hour refreshdinner meeting to be held at
ments were served to 30 members
the Kentucky Colonel July 27.
and guests
The annual American Legion
MRS. LOUIS WAIL BROWN
and Legion Auxil,ary picnic will
Miss Betty Charles B.ndurant. weddingl cake tapped with white
be held July 6 at the city park
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles1 bells was at one end of the tabis
at 6 p.m.
0. Bondurant a n d Mr Louis , and punch was served from ..
Hosteses for the evening wers
Wayne Brown, son of Mr. and ' crystal bowl circled with daisas
Mrs. N. A. Waldrop, Mrs. Avis
Mrs. Tom Brown, Lake City and at the other end Crystal branchSmith, and Mrs. Macen Erwin.
Providence. were married June ed candlesicks holding White tap20 at six o'clock in the evening ers flar.ked the centered flpral
•• •
In the First Baptist Church.
arrar.gernent.
Officiating at the double ring
Sandra Houser. cousin of the
ceremony was the Rev. Joe P. bride. Mrs. Joe Poole. Miss Jane
WilliamS
Vaughn. Mrs. Cleatus Cagle. Mrs.
The bride. given in marriage by Charles Warner and Mrs. Harry
father.
her
, wore a bouffant gown Furches assisted with serving. Miss
of luxurious,white silk organza I Pegoy Ouland and Mrs. K c n
The Young Women's Class ait
cver white taffeta. delicately ate Cremer kept the register. Mu.sc
the First Baptist Church met recphqued w.th re-embroidered Al- , was played dpring the
evening
ently at the Collegiate Inn for a
encon lace on the bodice and the by Mr. Dwight Wilkinson and
breakfast meeting. Hostesses were
pouffed chapel length skirt. The Miss Lillian Watters.
Mrs. Voris Wells, Mrs J. B
molded bodice feaured a scalloped
For traveling, the bride chose
Burkeen nad Mrs. Allan MeCcy.
neckline and short sleeves Small a royal blue printed pima cotton
The blesaing was said by Mrs.
covered buttons fastened the gown chiff.ri sheath by Manford with
Ale is Jones. "Being Thankful," the
dcwn the beck. The bride's waist a matching hat and black accesdevotional, was presented by Mrs.
lergth veil of illusion v. as at- series.
E C. Jones, class teacher. tached to a lace and illus.on cap
Follow.ng :,r1 unannounced wed Mrs. Harold Hopper. acting prestrurened with merle and irndes- din_ trip the couple will resid.ident. conducted'the bus.ness meett'eent sequins. She carried a bou- at 114 Linden. East Lansing, M.cn
ing. A visitor was Mrs. Ralph
quet of white lilies tied with
Out of town guests were Mr.
Teateneer.
wh.te satin streamers.
ar.d Mrs 0 J Houser, Jimmie
liemners pressen! were. Mes-4
Mrs. R. bert B Beach. Lexing- Lee Elizabeth, Heidi Houser and
dames Hopper, Burkeen, McCoy.
ton. Va._ served as matron of hon- Sandra Houser_ all of Paducah:
DOUBLE ROLES — Brigitte BarWells, Alvu Jones. E. C. Jones,
er 13;idesma.ds were Miss Jo Mr. and Mrs J. C Brantley, Miss dot and her bridegroom, actor
Howell Thurman. Glenn Hodges,
Beth Barnes, Benton, a cousin of Nancy Etrantley Miss Vada JohnJacques Charrier. give each
James Brown. James Converse,
the bride. and Miss Margaret son. Miss Louella Harris, Mr. other a hug alter their marGlendall Reeves, Castle Parker.
Tarry
riage in Louveciennea. rnuice.
Donald Harris and Mrs Elmer
James Laasfter, Morris Lamb, John
Each is '13.
tReetiophoior
They wore white organdy over Holt. all of ProvidencePocock.
taffeta dresses with sweetheart
Mr. and Mrs Robert B Beach, ,
necle.ines accented with, pale yel- Lexington Vs.
Z=11=4L.....t =11==
.'
.
?Tr
Mr and Mrs. Jack
low satin authrung the midriff and Harris, Acadian&
Mr. and Mrs.;
erichng with a tailored bow ,n the Hurley Bondurant
. Bentor: Dr.
back They carried cascade bou- John H. Bondurant
and John T
ques of ...hie majestic daisies.
Bondurant Lexington: Rev. and
Moses Heidi R, user. Paducah. Mrs Joe D Pool.
Louisville: Miss
a cc asin of the bride. and Barbara Rabb.e Jenes. Chicago.
III
Mrs.
Brown. Lexir.gton. niece of the Hilda Street
Deerfield. Fla : Mrs.
groom. we e ft swer girls.
Noyes Sherwood. Los Angeles.
OPEN
They wore whie orrandy lace Calif: Miss
30
*
SHOW STARTS DUSK
Charlene Darnall. Miss
trirruned dresses with full shirts Jo Beth
* SEE THE STARS UNDER THE STARS
Barnes. Mr and Mn.
*
Pr
avsOe gloves They carried J e S Barnes.
Jsyce Lee Barnes,
white baskets lined with yellow Daisy Houser
LAST
TIMES TONITE
and Ben Brown. of
net and tied wieh yellow ribbon Benton
1111Pft
11 11127
kr,4
•—•— —
Streamers from which they dropI
A rehearsal dinner honoring the
ped yellow rose petals
I
Mr Jackson D Harris of Reid- bridal couple and members of the
0
14
IFIVall 3Als!
land acted as best man. Ushers wedding pary was riven at the
were Messrs Reid Br.vvn Lexing- Kentucky Colonel on Friday evenrig
ton. Iris zroom's brother: Joe B
Darnall. Benton. Joe Scott Barnes.
Hosts were Mr and Mrs Charles
S
.
Benton: and Dwight Wilkinson.
Mercer Miss Daisy Houston, an
Benton.
f RIDAY and SATURDAY
Special r.upioal music. was play- aunt of the bode and Miss Robed by Miss Shirley Chiles Her bie Jones.
111 • • •
-yz BLISTERING
.elector- we-re "I Love Thee".
RAW
"Because". "Throulta The Years".
DRAMA!
-Clso de Lune- and the traditional wedding marches Soloist
was Mr Don Bearfield of Benton
1a1
wh
sing 'I Love You Truly'.
Mrs Geneva Hurt underwent
to mew wpm.Iwo.
"We Walk With God- and -0 surgery at the Murray General
Perfect Love".
Hospital this week and is doing
The church was decorated for. nicely Mrs Hurt is an employee
the occasion with white gladioli. of the Scott Wallcreen Drug Store
stock and fun mums. Potted palms in Murray.
huckeiberry and candlelabara holdins burning tapers completed the
Mr. nd Mrs Paul Gargus and
setting. White satin bows were sun. David left Wednesday for
CWAIODA.SCOOE
190,011C01.011.'
used to mark the family pews.
the Sm ky Mountains for a few
For her daughter's wedding. Mrs. days vacation -They plan to visit
WE'RE GONNA HAVE A
Bandurant chose • Norman orig- many places of interest while
SATURDAY, JULY 4th
inal f mauve pink lace and chif- away.
fon w.th a matching hat. Her
fiGalfert
were`
pink roses. TS(
groom*s mother wore a navy
dress accented with white accessories She wort a corsage of
white rows.

Young Women Class l
Has Breakfast At
Collegiate Inn

Engagement Announced

The first electric hand iron was
manufactured in 1896.

S

ocial Calsie,ciai

SPECIALTY WINNERS —Two of
the winners of special events
at the annual Mrs. America
contest in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., are Mrs. Ellen Purnell
(left), West Wyoming, Pa.,
and Mrs. Mary Beard, Austin,
Texas. The former won for
her meat-preparation and the
latter for her table-setting.

Saturday, June 27th
A reunion for all members and
former delegates to the Egyptan
Music Camp will be held at the
camp. Local delegates are spoilfared by the Music Department of
the Woman's Club.
Confectioner 0. P. Baur is credited with nventing the ice cream
soda in
1 when he urged a
customer
tering from dyspesia
to try ice cream and a bit of
flavoring with his seltzer instead
of the usual cream.
•• • •
Thursday. June 25th
The Murray Magaone Club will
meet at the horns of Mrs. E. A.
Tucker, South 9th street, at 2:30
p.m.

Miss Shirley Joyce Chiles

Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Chiles announce the engagemt.
of their daughter, Miss Shirley Joyce Chiles, to Mr.
Robert Gerald Humphreys, son of Mr. B. T. Humphreys
of Detroit, Michigan.
•
Mks Chiles is a graduate of Murray State College
and has been studying at Indiana University in Bloomington. Mr. Humphreys is a graduate of Wheaton College, Wheaton. Illinois, and has been studying at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville.
The wedding will take place at the First Baptist
Church in Murray on August 21.

•
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MURRAY

Don't take it from us—take it from independent experts and from facts and figures
that are now a matter of record. POPULAR
SCIENCE sums up Chevy's unmistakably
modern style this way: "The fact is, in ita
price clam Chevy establishes a new high in
daring styling ..." This is one more reason
your new Chevrolet will bring a higher allowance at trade-in time, as Chevy has over the
years. A look at last year's used car prices
shows Chevrolet averaged up to $128 more
than comparable models of the other leading
low-priced two.

FOR
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Revearrie.

ILLUSTRATED puts it: "Indeed, this
device is surely the most wonderfully responsive engine available today at any price."

Best Economy. No

doubt about this: a
pair of Chevrolet sixes came in first and
second in their class in this year's Mobilga-s
Economy Run—getting the best mileage of
any full-size car.

Best Room.

Dimensions reported to the

Automobile Manufacturers Association make
it clear. Chevy's front seat hip room is up to
5.9 inches wider than comparable cars.

Best Ride. No doubt about

this. MOTOR

TREND magazine sums it up this way:
"...
the smoothest, most quiet, softest riding
car
in its price class."
NO WONDER MORE PEOPLE
ARE BUYING CHEVROLETS IN
'59 THAN ANT OTHER CAR!

VAN HEFLIN TAB HUNTER

N110174

brakes of the leading low-priced three in
repeated highway speed stopping tests conducted by NASCAR.• No wonder. Chevy's
brakes, built for up to two-thirds longer lining
life, are the biggest in its field.
motor magazine has
given Chevy's passenger car and Corvette
V8's unstinted praise. As SPORTS CARS

AUGHS!

Aleir en

•

Best Brakes. Chevy showed the best

Rest Engine. Erery

LEO G9RCE
Bowery Boy

Personals

•

PLUS 5 MORE BIG BESTS OVER ANY
OTHER CAR IN CHEVROLET'S FIELD!

•....uifonaJ A sant-whom for Sleek Coo 4dIsoareoloott

MORE
IMANSFJELD,

C

•

!i.,k /worts of tie Nalirsal 4v5immo50s Doak." Arm
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DRAFTED—FOR

•

411111wr

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for the best buy on the bet seller!

•

•• HUNT/ H.A17

BIG FIREWORKS DISPLAY

HOLCOMB CHEVIi0LET
504 MAPLE ST.

MURRAY, K
PLaza 3-2617

4

Immediately follow.ng the ceremony a reeeptior was' held St
thr Woman's Club House.
The bride's table was coverts
with net over white satin
•
was caught at the corners
daisies and satin ribbons
center arrangement was of a
at ck and daisies. A four tiered

'I

.r

FRIDAY&SATURDAY

"AtIled Artists'
SNOWFIRE
has all the s.
thrill of a —
Walt Disney
hitt"

LOUELLA
PARSONS

A
AN ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE

DON MEGOWAII • MOM tAcGOWAN • (lAIRE KELLY

*Littlest
Hobo
ENDS
TONITE

11111 IIII MI IR II ME II El IIII MMIPMW
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Miele w. MAI

James Cagney - Shirley
Jones
- in "Never Steal Anything
Small"

You
CAN

•
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Kirksey Route Two News
M. and Mrs. Tyner Now! of
Kirksey Route 2 had as their
guest tw,a, days last week Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Barnshart of
aughtown, West Virginia.
DenvIle Farless and family et
Detroit is visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Al Farless of KirkseY.
Route 2.
Mrs. Ruth Cheenie and two
cltildren are visiing her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Colon Jones near
Kirksey.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carlisle of
...pear Mayfield attended church at
111Kirksey Sunday. ."
Mr. Tyner and family were in
Cadiz Saturday visitin;. his brother. Pete who was seriously injured when 3S00 lb. of lumber
fell on him.
Mr. Edwin Cain is building a
house f r Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Lee Potts which will be real
nice and convenient when cornpleted.
Othel Tucker who has been in
toe Baptist hospital in Paducah
has been moved to the home
of his daughter.
Rose Gayle Garland of Cadiz
Spent last week with Cheryl Jean
Noel.
Congratulations to Mr. a rid
Mrs. Jerry Falwell on the arrival

d

it a new daughter, born at the
Murray Hospital a few days ago.
It is their first child.
Mrs. Al Farless is improving
fast froinher broken hip, but Mr.
Farless i doing no good.
Mr. Elmus Carson who lives at
Kirksey is real feeble.
Floette Parker who was in the
hospital at Nashville so long was
able to attend church Sunday.
Lervin Cain is in the hospital in
Memphis where he had surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Humphreys and George ef Cadiz visited Mr. Tyner Noel and family one
day recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Farless of
Kirksey Route two have sold
the:r farm to Richard Armstrong.
Pat Murdock is attending Hardeman College in Tennessee.
mr. Howard McCall n and
family who were living in Florida have moved to Kirksey.

BUCHANAN NEWS

SECOND FOR BOTH — Dorothy
Dandridge, screen star, and
Jack Denison, supper club owner, pose outside the Greek
Orthodox Cathedral of St.
Sophia in Los Angeles following their wedding. It is the
second time each has been wed.

home of George Cornell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Darnell
are preparing for housekeeping
Mrs. Gatie Potts made kraut
down near Hardin. They are for C..za Cornell one day last
thrilled as most young couples are week.
when they move out to themIf a care is to small to be
selves.
turned into a prayer it is too
Mr. and Mrs. Wave' Beaman small to be made into a burden.
who lived in Detroit have moved
If christians do not rejoice it
back to their farm near Kirksey. is because they do not live up
Mr. Lee Vicker visited in the to their privileges.

Joyce Chiles
_Miles announce the engagemci.
Shirley Joyce Chiles, tu Mr.
ys, son of Mr. B. T. Ilumphre3s

ley

CONFINED—Louisiana's Gov.
Earl K. Long, 63, Is shown in
the state police car which carried him to confinement in an
insane asylum at Mandeville,
La. After he was flown from
a mental hospital in Galveston,
Tex., to New Orleans, put in a
psychiatric ward, he walked
out and started for Baton
Rouge. It was then that hi
was seized, an wife's warrant

.duate of Murray State College
at Indiana University in Bloom.
is a graduate of Wheaton Col'rid has been studying at Southseminary in Louisville.
ake place at the First Bapti -*
gust 21.
•

Instant Folger§
offee

PRIVATE INST.
ii=m1111=11mv
PRIVATE INST. WOMEN $418
INIINIONEkviim• Alma awizammot

PUBLIC INST. WOMEN $359

•

models of the other leading
hi Nanneal Aisinoolia. Doak," Aft.

. BIG BESTS OVER ANY
CHEVROLET'S FIELD!

1. Chevy showed the beet
eading low-priced three in
y speed stopping tests conAR.• No wonder. Chevy's
ip to two-thirds longer lining
Kit in its field.
w Sleek Car Affenarrawal 11.4 Reweave*

r

DINING HALL

DORMITORY

TUITION, FEES

NIGHER EDUCATION HIGHER—Chart Illustrates costs of a college education, and how they went up
between 1954 and 1958. The figures are in a manual issued by the U. S. Office of education to
the nation's 1,957 colleges. Average pay of a full professor in a private institution is $6,350, and
.1 16,780 in a public institution. Background is a dormitory at Providence college. (Central Press)•

&fry motor magazine has
ossoenger car and Corvette
praise. As SPORTS CARS
D puts it: "Indeed, this
the most wonderfully revailable today at any price."

With
your own
cornstick
recipe..

W. NO

doubt about this: a
sixes came in first and
lain in this year's Mobilgas
getting the best mileage of

Dimensions reported to the
ufacturers Association make
front seat hip room is up to
than comparable cars.

•

•

doubt about this. MOTOR
ie sums it up this way: "...
oat quiet, softest riding car

'EOPLE
EIS IN
CAR!

Mrs. Glenn Wisehart and chilThe revival will begin Sun- dren and Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
day, June 28 at Mt. Zian Baptist Simmons visited Mr. and Mrs.
Church. Services will be at 10:30 Vernerd Vaughn and children
a. in. and 7:45 p. in. Bill Weil, Sunday afternoon.
evangelist, Tummy Upchurch, and
Miss Janice Alton spent SunBACK IN LOUISIANA—A policeman 50004 away a reporter
Henry Davis, pastor will conduct
as Louisiana's Gov. Earl Long (middle) arrives in New Orservices; Ever.) ne is urged to day night with Miss Julia Chrisleans to enter the Oschner hospital's psychiatric ward. Beattend, you'll be glad you did. :Tianyond is Long's wife Blanche, who brought him back from a
Mr. and Mrs. Dad Hutson
'tBrownie"
Galveston, Tex., mental hospital. He said he'd "be governor."
visited Mrs. Tom Vaughn Saturday. Ur. and Mrs. David Upchurch were Sunday visitors of
Mrs. Vaughn.
Mr. arid Mrs. Jimmy Alton and
Ur. and Mix.. Charles MoCormick
visited Mr. and Mrs. Briwalra Sinsmona and Mr. and Mrs. Bill I
Simmons Saturday nigait.
Mba Shirley Hinson vialited her
parents 'Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Hinson over the week-end.
Mr.. and Mrs. Darrell Newport
visited Mr. and Mrs. Atley Jackson Sunday.
Mrs. William Cherry and
dren returned to their 'norne in
Hopkinsville Friday after a few
days visit with parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Sanders.
Miss Diana Davis visited with
CREW OF ATTACKED PLANE INTERVIEWED—Crew members of the U.S. Navy patrol bomber which
was attacked by Red-built MIG jet fighters over the Sea of Japan are interviewed in Yokosuka,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Galoloway and
Japan, along with their admiral and the chief of staff of U. S. naval forces in Japan. Seated,
son.
from left: Capt. James B. Vredenburg, chief of staff; Lt. Comdr. Donald Mayer, Litchfield, Conn.,
Bible school was carried on
pilot; Rear Adm. Frederick S. Withington, commander of U. S. naval forces in Japan; Lt. Comdr,
at Mt. Zion last week with a
Vincent J. Anania, Jr., Pittsburgh, second pilot; Lt (jg) John D. Malone, Park Ridge, Ill., navivery g e.-d attendance. The cl-olgator; Lt. (jg) Eli 0. Farley. Florence, Ala., radarman: Ens. Donald R. Sullivan, Pallo, Tex., secciren peesented a very good proond navigator. Rear, from left: Aviation Machinist's Mate Gary D. Sampson, Carterville, Ill.;
gram Sunday night.
Aviation Electronics Technician Robert L. Harrelson, Jr., Tampa, Fla.; Fire Control Technician
Floyd W. McClintick, Richfield, Id.; Ordnanceman Richard E. Nelson, Jacksonville, Fla.; ElecMr. and ,Mrs. Tojo Raspberry
tronics Technician Eugene Barker, Jersey City, N. J.; Electronics Technician James A.. Brough.
and children visited Mr. and
ton, Jr., Dayton, Wash.; Electronics Technician John A. 'unarm, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Electronics
Mrs. Davrid Hutson Sunday.
Technician Gary 0. Erickson, Brainard, Minn.
(Radiophoto),
a.
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us—take it from indeand from facts and figures
latter of record. POPULAR
up Chevy's unmistakably
a way: "The fact is, in its
y establishes a new high in
." This is one more reason
let will bring a higher allowtime, as Chevy has over the
last year's used car prices
averaged up to $128 more
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Miss June Chr.sman spent last
week with her sister, Mrs. Bob
Etherton and family in Ill.
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e best seller!

•

mighty fine baking
suagry time
You can do it ... easily, surely? Your cornsticks will be light, have
old-tome flavor ... without foul Use Sunflower Self-Rising Corn Meal
Mix, and be sure to omit the baking powder and salt your recipe may
call for. They've already been added, and we want you to enjoy the
fine results! Use Sunflower when you bake cornsticks or any othee
cornbread. Sunflower is all purpose!

PLaza 3-2617
•

ON 6-OUNCE JAR

•
ttr•

lie Nat His INA I

Cellos and Breed, test
Use Svnflour Self-Meng
flour every hem NI* wipe
iCals For flour. Extra fight, extra
kieti—euttra easy. Ontto Ilona

7.agney - Shirley Jones
- in Steal Anything Small"

an NI IIIII

You
CAN

•
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•
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Buy Now and Save! Taste New Instant Folger's Coffee
and discover for yourself—the famous Folger flavor's In
...and that old "Instant Taste" js gone! Yes, in every satisfying cup of New Instant Folger's Coffee you enjoy the
naturally richer, more satisfying flavor of nature's choicest
Mountain-Grown coffees. So get New Instant Folger's
today—and save money as you enjoy...

Si'r

FREE!
;.4

Savo fix free COtipOnli in the boa! Redeemable for Original Itogors S4vepi01.1... ye,

con low.aki e coeval)* soil

MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCERY COMPANY
CO0yrIght, I.A.F. S CO , 1959

•

l'F'0111J

The MountaikGrown Instant Coffee

TAYLOR
MOTORS

•
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MAKE

The
New Air Loom

BELKSETTLE Co.

SUIT
by Rockingham

•

TAILORED WITH THREE-POINT EASE
for
ASSURED COMFORT!!

Headquarters
For Your

Only

SUMMER CLOTHING

SUMMER SUITS

$49.95 $39.95

Dacron
and
Wool
by Griffon

MEN'S SUMMER SUITS

SELECTION of STYLES and COLORS

COTTON
and
DACRON

Men's Wash &Wear Summer Suits
MEN'S

s998
•

DACRON & WOOL
SUMMER

MEN'S

Wash 'N Wear

Summer Hats

Summer Pants

by Champ

$109
'

Regular - Long and Short
New Styles and Patterns

each

ARNEL & RAYON

WASH 'N WEAR
DACRON and NYLON

— With or Without —
—
Pleats
—

SUMMER PANTS

Sizes 28 - 50

50% DACRON!'
25% NYLON
I, 25% EASTMAN*.

SPECIAL!!

MEN'S TWO-SUITER

and

$2595

Sailors

I

Htis tax

COOL CORD

$5.98.

SLACKSii
SPECIAL!

Each

- Only -

Sport Shirts

2

OR
Dry Cottons
in Drip

MEN'S

KNEE SOX

Tee Shirts

in

MEN'S

Dress Shirts

by

by WINGS
With Barrel and French Cuffs

FRUIT-OF-THE-LOOM

SHORTS & BRIEFS

69c ca.
UNDERSHIRTS

49 ea.
Men's Ties
Light. Fancy or Solid Color
P:itterrs

SIO0 Sc. S150 ea.

$2.98

$398

ea

$3oo

UNDEMEN
RWEAR

plug tax

MEN'S

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE

$159

by TEX TAN

$1 50 to $250 ea.
GEM DANDY

MEN'S BELTS
Leather. Elastic and Adjustable
Black, White, Brown and Fancy Colon;

WHITE and COLORED

Argyles

$100 to $198 pr.

MEN'S

MEN'S SHORTIE

SOCKS by Camp

PAJAMAS
Cotton Plisse and Combed Batiste

Argyles - Stretchies - Pure Lisle
and Silk Dress Socks

$298 & $398

$100 pair

ea

Other Dress Shirts
1.98 ea.
MEN'S BELTS

MEN'S

Cotton SPORT SOX
4 pair $1.00

MEN'S

Swim Trunks

MEN'S WATSH 'N WEAR

White - Solid and Fancies
SPECIAL!!

CREW SOCKS
75*
Cation and nylon effect', wolls
cvsti.on•d solo . . . for sports,
limor• and -ark wear . .
••••
sa• f.'s 10 /co 13 ...
str, pod
top

59c pr. or 2for $1.00

SOLIDS

to

FANCIES

3.98
MEN'S

DRESS SHIRTS

DRESS SOX

With Convertible Cuffs
Guaranteed Not I o Discolor

with Nylon Resinforced Heel & Toe

s2.98ea

5W or 2for $1100

Jewelry •
by SWANK

MEN'S

MEN'S

MEN'S

Tie Bars

SHORT SLEEVE

Sport Shirts

HIGH STYLE

and

SHORT SLEEVE

Tie Tacks
$1." ea.

SPORT

SHIRTS
only $198 ea.

Short Sleeve
Sic. -

•

1.98

MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS

Small - Medium and Large

only s2.98

BELK-SETTLE Co
OPEN ALL DAY THURSDAY!

All Styles

CHECKS

MEN'S

NYLON STRETCH SOX

a

by STEDMAN

Solid and Over Plaid

Automatic wash 'n' visor
cord slacks, mod• with nr.
Ion pocksting and Hollywood waistband — Grey or
Ton, in waist-sizes 28 to 42
— 29 to 34 langths.

$1.00

'men's stretch

•

MEN'S COMPANION CASE

598 to 898

$498 & $5
"t"

Panamas - Milans

Regular and Long Ovals

Colors: Tan - Gray anti Blue
Sizes 28 - 50

In

Sampsonite
LUGGAGE

Wash 'n' wear

DACRON & COTTON
DACRON & RAYON

MEN'S

DACRON
and
RAYON

Men's

and

PANTS

only $29.95
$2495
$2995

DACRON and WOOL

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

a

by Bud-Berma
Large Assortment of
Styles and Patterns

SPECIAL!!

$3.98 ea.

•

plus tax

.Sets
$250 &$3"
plus tax

•
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Whole

Loom

SEVEN ROOM HOUSE W I TH & up. Call
Bill Adams, PL 3-1757
bath, oil furnace heat, newly dec- cr PL
3-5480, 201 S. 13th St.
TFC
orated, lus. acres of land, on
5 BEDROOM HOUSE WITH car- paved highway, 2ti miles from GARDEN TRACTOR AND ALL
port, large lot, by owner, 1709 city limit's just off 121 on Penny equipment, almost new. Cheap.
Miller. Contact L. C. Gilless, 115' roa4 Phone PL 3-5190 or see Call PL 3-1353.
6-27P
Broks Moody.
Pickett, Frankfort, Ky.
6-25P
6-27P
20-INCH WINDOW FAN. Westin.g- - house Electric Cook Stove, 40-in.
TRADE-IN-SALE BEGINS JUNE 600 Poplar, PL 3-5616.
6-25C
KIRBY SWEEPER WITH attach- 24th.
Treddle sewing
machines,
—
*its and polisher. A-1 ecndition. $4.95; portable
sewing machines, 1
Also 22-inch window fan. Call $25.00; 1
used
console Singer,
PL 3-2911.
6-25C $49.50. Used vacuum cleaners $5.00

T

ingliam

FOR RENT

I

7 ROOM HOUSE, 2 BATHS, electric heat, wired for stove, Also
small apartment consisting of three
rooms and bath, electric heat. Dr.
F. E. Crawford, Phone PL 3-1503.
1TC

-1REE-POINT EASE

OMFORT!!

Franchise
Available

ily

1.95

Major manufacturer of tractors and
farm machines has franchise available
for Murray, Kentucky, trade territory.
Wholesale and retail financing available. Capital requirements will be discussed personally with interested parties. If interested contact Box 32-1 this
paper, for full details.

29.95
$2495

npsonite
GGAGE

:N'S

lib Tin

YOU'LL FIND IT IN THE WANT

tS

TWO HOUSES, FOUR ROOMS &
bath, each. New tile fLor in one.
Three miles out Hazel Hwy. Phone
PLaza 3-3347.
6-26P
GARAGE APARTMENT, FOUR
rooms and bath. LINfurnished. Ph
PLaza 3-1316 or see L. L. Veal,
I 1306 W. Main.
6-28P
MODERN 6 ROOM HOUSE Ya
mile from city limits. Phone PL
3-1644 after 5 p.m.
6-27C
NEWLY
DECORATED
THREE
bedroom furnished apartment. Ph
PL 3-3914.
6-25C

WANTED

NOTICE
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS Salet
All fabrics less than whilesale,
trimings is price. 3 Necchi Sewing Machines at cost. Greenfield
Fabrics, Highway 94.
6-2513
DRIVEWAY BLACKTOPPING.The
Asphalt Paving Company is now
taking orders for work on private
driveways. For prompt and economical blacktopping ask for the
Asphalt Paving Company at PL
3-4506. You may arrange payments as low as $10.00 per month
with no down payment and 30
days befr.re your first payment
is due. Call the Asphalt Paving
Company, phone PL 3-3208 for
prompt
black
topping
service.
Small driveways will be given the
same prompt attention.
6-2.5C

' FEMALE HELP

OST & FOUND

6-27C )
_

Bot,nje Butter — lb

CHIHUAHUA UP TO TWO years
old. Male preferred. Ph_ne PL 34396.
6-27C

I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
any debts other than my own as
UNFURNISHED two bedroom du- of June 11, 1959. Gerald Thweatt.
plex apartment. 1207 Ptplar. Phone
6-24P
I PL 3-1886.
6-25C
NOW IS THE TIME TO INSTALL
gas. Look forward to next winter
and install yaur natural gas appliances now. You get up to 80
AMERTISED-- AVON Cos- feet of service line installed on
metics utters an opportunity to your prcperty iree of charge. See
qualified
women
who wish to your local merchants today for an
earn a god :ncome. Miss Alma estimated cost on gas heating or
Catlett, P. 'C Box 1004, Paducah, for other gas appliances.
6-25C
Kentucky.
6-27C
DEAD hit 04214 REMOVED FREE
• Pt smpt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield. Phone 533. If no answer
LOST: ONE MAN'S GOLD Wrist call collect Union City. Tennessee,
TEC
3
watch, if found, please call PL 3- Plmme 11 5-9361
1708. Reward.

FRYERS 29Fb

OPP

COMPLETELY
EWERLENCED
Restaurant lady. Apply in person,
Ahno Drive-in, Almo, Ky.
6-26P

CARD OF THANKS

Grade "A"

STEAKS •
JUNE APPLES

Tall

2 lbs 25
2

Favorite

25
Penick Crystal White 45 oz.

SYRUP
COOKED PICNICS

63°

35c

690

ERAL

Swans

SOAP

5 bars 25c

Sliced Matchless 1 lb Layer

lb

Distilled — Short Gallon

CRACKERS 25c VINEGAR

S
Cilin
inAM

Ball Dozen
IEY GLASSES
sco
;
:a 11T TANGS

39

-

80c
34°

Pork Shoulder Any Cut

Margarine 15Fb
Humko 3 lb Tin

35Fb Shortening 65c

Roast

STEAK

wi Pork

SWANNS' MARKET

' LOST: ONE BRONZE WATER Ski' The farn:7y of W. T. Doherty
between Murray & Kenlake boat wishes to express their heartfelt
csck
Sunday. Reward. Contact gratitude for every' kindness shown
' Corky Carman, Orchard Heistits. them during the lint. illness ..rid
6-25P death of their loved one.
To the hospital staff we fail to
have words to express our ap
preciation for the loving care you
A NEW MYSTERY
gave him. We shall always be
grateful te each of you.
ire sisparaty alas* Dr. Harry
Willayne,'Res
"
. —"IF7 T.' Mist:Ike,
ssiC iss au*, ••••••••. •••••••••1
amalssIlballtsts
Rev. Raul Lyles. and Rev. J. W.
Summers for their services. We
sppreciated every floral offering.
every comforting word and every
1
Sellers it000 looking down at ett's business and his tas maers
CV/ A rv•rFr 36
kindly act
it with -1, tee
spreao wide ail,. N'11., with one i......„ ‘,..i., ati•
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey W. Simmons
DON"i iti.L'Nra i'••,i.iis Crock
Ould puss.IN) nave o)„„ ,part mopping riwti) at nis per • oUiet ile a gut ado Crovaett to
• ett‘
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lawrence
thousand
that dart that distance Ina had l tispiring race and neck then St/el. I the tune ul ibout eignty
Mr. and Mrs N. K. Doherty
ITC
stick in the woo° that deep." Coen* he picked up nis mat.tiucks. Crockett was oeginning Cc
-wrung
Next
was
-ii
turneo
and
walked
think
something
'.01NIITO
the
fold Se12,ieant Frank Sellers.
L111..' ABNER
he would nave over mitring an
don t think you can take that Awn without a word,
'audit
rnade—ot
Olney
thought
gut
as
tar
as
the
door
then
He
dart and that blowgun and blow 1
'10' DON'T UNNERSTAN'A WORD
leei
All right, that would be the next step"
It into • piece of wood from .tiirneo on nis
I was a
I said, 'That b nice
I
AH IS SA'/IN'— SO ITS SAFE TO
distance ut even three or tour who did it" ne askea.
ne alight nave naa
"Try the person who last saw little
feet and nave it penetrate that
POUR
OUT MAH 15%2-Ni'AR- OLE
him alive " I raid and closed my Ms eye on Phyllis and wanted
deep.
HEART TO `10
!
'
.
r
"Because you saw a blowgun eyes '1 mum they teach rookies Crockett out ot the way for that
that was made to shoot darts. that as th, first procedure, don't reason."
'Well, that's all there was tu
"
ant. Raw a dart that was made to they
Sellers stood there for a mo- it, Sellers said. -Once we got on
be snot from a blowgun, you jump
We
swinging the right track it was easy
to the obvtous conciurricm Oat the ment the! I neard the
went out then tie searched nis room. The darn toot
dart nad to come tram that Glow doors as ne
It wasn't hadn't even disposed of the air
said
gun. I don't think AI cynic from came taack and
Sc not in nere that I don't dare gun he'd manufactured."
any blowgun."
rd give you the
I yawned 'Why did you come
"Then where do you think It to exert myself.
is, thanks for the over nere. Frank?"
cams from. Lam. it you're so Niftiness. As it
information."
"I wanted to talk with you hedarn smart?" Sellers asked. wip•
•
• •
fore the Case broke in the newsmg the perspiration Iron, nia tace
about
ten
papers." Sellers said uncomtort•
I got Into the office
and neck. "And quit running me
I looked r tittle twain
around in circles because I want thirty
but I told a good shine, on the a blYWhy 7"
to get out of this Turkish oath '
'Well " ne said, "they'll probI couldn't take a deep
"Get out any time you want right side
breath without It nutting and I ably interview you and I wonto." I saki. "but my own idea is
th
ee
one side when I walked d
rm
edr,what you were gotng to tell
that somebody manufactured a favored
I eased myseit down intr the
that
we
short - barreled
and Berths came
'Me"' I said, raising my eyeworked with e charge of corn - swivel chair
NANCY
,ro before ' nom settled brows -Why. I'm not going to
pressed alio that that person barging
comfortable position
tell them anything except that it
stood in the closet right next to back in a
with
work
office
privilege
to
my
was my
"Frank Sellers 18 in
Dean Crockett and fired the dart
Donald," she said. "Can you come Sergeant Sellers of Homicide fart
Into ht8 chest. Then after Dean
night while he was sowing the
Crockett fell, this person fitted in?"
FOLK S
I
'
M
OVER
at the lade Puridha.s from
theft
"Tell him to come in here."
the second dart Into the mechanBertha strode out of the office the Crockett penthouse, that after
THE
INDIAN
AT
ism and released it with a charge
In about ten second. She was he rind solved that theft. Sellers
of compressed air so that It went
VILLAGE IN "rt-IE
rrank Sellers. "How went &hews on nis VWTI with
Into that piece of wood at exactly back with
Pint Size?' Sellers cleaning up the Crockett murder
PARR
the right angle to make It appear you feeling
voice was friendly, al- ease."
that it had been fired from the asked. His
conference
in
"What about our
window across the most respectful.
washroom
the Turkish oath?" Sellers asked,
"Lousy."
light well
beating."
a
"What Turkish bath" I asked.
took
"You sure
"And I think that person made
All of a sodden Sellers reached
aren't telling me anya fatal mistake in a perfectly "You don't
know."
down, crabbed my nand and
planned crime by not taking into thing I
Sellers acted a little upset. started shaking it. "You're a
consideration the fact that the
"I wrapped game little guy." he said "and
compressed air In his grit, ten. "Donald." ne said.
murder case up this a good frame There are times
Crated re--e power than could the Crockett
when I feel like I could kiss you—
possibly be generated with a pair mormag "
despite the fact that I know darn
"Ii'Vho did it?"
of human lungs.
was
"lie
said.
von milled some kind of a
"Olney." Sellers
"As soon as I saw the setup, I
about it, lie made slick raszle-dazzle on us over
felt absolutely certain that that pretty slick
that he could get those two Idols. and, Donald. I'm
dart In the Wood had been the arrangements so
of there with. not atourr enough to find out
second dart that was fired Instead the blowgun out
ABBIE an' SLATS
out anyone knowing IL He care- what it was."
of the first.
nandie of
"Then why try?" I asked.
"You can reason It out." 1 said fully hollowed out the
IF
he stole the
Sellers shook hands with me
'Put yourself In the position of the club flag, then
grabbed
then suddenly
everything Walt Itet to again
and
darts
been
had
he
IF
No
It
Crockett.
uviNG
SOUL'S
BEEN
Dean
Crockett's Bertha and kissed her.
IN T IS LIGHTHOUSE FOR
standing there in the window and plant the gun In Mrs
in and
"You're the kind of privet desomeone had fired a dart at him studio Of course, you butt
TWENTY YEARS--HOW
city."
he
the
In
need
trouble."
tectives
we
and had mtased, and the dart had saved him the
COME (GULR)--ThEPIE'S
slightly.
walked
out_
position
said,
Find
my
I changed
thudded Into the wood, be woold.
A LIGHT SHINING
blinkthere
side.
stood
Cool
In
my
Bertha
pain
eaae
the
the
to
Irving
hardly hare turned to face
,II
FROM TWAT
me
eyes
at
Nowa
-lin?"
creedy
little
ing
bet
himself
a
little
the
"Made
on
window, put his hands
ROOM'?
asked.
I
"Well"
perfect
asked
I
exhibit
a
window sill and
said.
she wanted to salt
Sellers
thought
I
it,"
to
"Nothing
Reshot.
second
target for the
'nobs.* ehnet the tee In the Crockntt c-se
I'
member, the guy had been around "The ars wafin't over ten
screwed one of those and what arrangements I'd inn&
the jungles and he wasn't born long but he
instead
of
that
Rut,
Phyllis
containers that hold. cerrooretased With
yesterday,
It Bertha renehed up and patted her
"When I save that dart huried carbon dioxide on the end of
lips
clean to the hilt In that hard and worked out a trigger arrangefast ...."1m
,
stilnry
e:, he kissed me," she
,,
,
a
wood, I knew darn well you ment that sent the darts so
couldn't have fired it In there and so hard that they were tray,'
You news can tell tiow women
hanlet."
inc like
with a hlrovglIn ^
are going to reties
"Uh-huh."
' I settled back and closed my
THE F:ND
"He'd been managing Crock eyes,

by

PL 3-2833

A.4.FA'/R

CARE FOR A
FUZZY BABY?

ANY

We ,Ctaniesi eardnerj

COMPANION

•

CASE

"I

plus tax

MEN'S

e Shirts
by STEDMAN

ITE and COLORED

11.00

•a

MEN'S

- Stretchies - Pure Lisle
d Silk Dress Socks

0 pair
'
$111
All Styles

2HECKS

•

1.98

SOLIDS

to

"ANCIES

MEN'S

Jewelry*
by SWANK

Tie Bars
•

Tie Tacks
45° ea.
plus tax

Sets
$350

plus tax

AH LOVES "10; PIG
GIRL, AN'AH'D SHORE
ADMIRE ID MARR*1
UP WIF`10'----

•

'

IIINAW*-1111k
by Ernie Bushmiller
RAIN

R ET
AT5 I N
IS
r
)A
AN

DANCE--

I'LL

a

4

I

Pow
Aiir•°4

•
•

Ali

\\\ I ///

JUS
BALL GAME

•

•

HUSH-44a L tf

BUNK--

WHAT
GET THE
BALL GAME

RAIN DANCE

3.98

and

by Al Capp

•

:KS by Camp

$250 &

35c

Bron

208 S 4th

TWO-SUITER

$
25
95

;

45

l(A
CIs
n
i

1

1
- 3I
•

/:
M
SR\OARINREYAD--E
T
•---_
________________j
_j
CD 0 a

Raeburn Van Buren
THERE'S A

LIGHT IN lir
THERE — THERE'S
PROBABLY SOME
FOL
--

-

P
6• ,

"CAUSE ALL THE TALI< ABOUT
THIS PLACE BEING HAUNTED
(SHUDDER) A
LOT 001.0
WIVES'
TALES!

ra

u $

••••• Mb". 4.111.1

6
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at PARKER'S

Read Our Classifieds!

You Get The

Grade

BEST BUYS
Finest Quality

Gov't
Insp.

“A/11

of the

Whole

29c
lb

CHOICE - LEAN MEATY BRISKET

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
SPACE!!

STEW BEEF
lb.2W

-

"Parker's Own Make"
Seasoned For Your Taste

Pure Pork

SMOKED

Sausage
191

HAMS
39
WHOLE
or
HALF

Vei

lru
f
,
Lss

lb

Sc
rie
grip
Ka
ays,

Smoked and Tenderized
Mountain
Grown
1 -lb. Tin

.46
BACK FROM FROZEN COLD WAR PARLEY —Returning
Washington from the suspended foreign ministers' con- 47
I ference on Berlin in Geneva, Secretary of State Christian
Herter (left) was met at the airport by Undersecretary C.
t Douglas Dillon. Herter said Russia wants to pull West
Berlin behind the Iron Curtain and extend Red influence all
over Germany. He reaffirmed West intent to remain firm.

PICNICS

la
hem

ay.
he

29

In a
were
Lai

lb

— NO CHARGE FOR SLICING —

Into
ethe
atj l
sk
ttlii2
ime
na
tui
.

to

69c

FANCY REDBIRD

PEACHES

101b

was
plait

He

S
isoug:1

VIENNA SAUSAGE
BISCUITS
STARCH
/
9
1

REDBIRD

CANNED
LIQUID
STA FLO

Bananas LEMONS - - 25°
Large Golden

Dozen

Ripe

Calif.

10
$1.39.

Sunkist Juicy

lb

TONY

DOG FOOD
AT THE ZOOS—Meet Tommy, Betty ano Marie. the newest
additions to the zoo in Detroit, Mich Marie was in fine growling form for her debut At bottom, neck and neck. flamingos
battle in the stretch for a single tasty morsel they spotted beneath the water's surface at the 700 in Chessington. England.
No mathematicians, the long-necked birds thank the shortcrt
distance between two points is anything but a straight line.

Cans

POWDER

V EL
33°

Reg.
Size

NOTICE

meter, or call your Murray Natural Gas System,

Assorted Colors

PI.aza 3-5626, an4. give them permission to do
this trimming for you.

Hail

Reg. Size

NORTHERN
Guest Quality

Pink - Yellow - White

D-CON
$1.69

Egg Noodles
15°

COUNTY GENTLEMAN
17-oz. size

NAPKINS
2for 250

Palmolive
4 bars 300
BATH SIZE

Palmolive
2 bars 330
Super Suds
Giant Size

Murray, Ky.

iv iii

IflS ii

Cello
Pkg.

over
the

Van Wafers
9-oz. Cello

Large

LAY'S
Twin Pack

Potato Chips
45°
GERBER'S

Baby Food
3for 290

uS
il

aP
t
iic
o
ill
t7sr

4190

"1

Pkg.

f

AD

2 for 210

Strained

72°

Mo
Ci IL
of

DETERGENT
Reg.
Size

his
the

25-Ft.

in

Kaiser Foil
290
AJAX

e7
sItt
P1
,
‘1
(:;
"1
lei
CS

nr

CLEANER
"You" Need No Bleach"
Size
Reg.

2

For

29t

FOOD
MARKET

•

MO
,

,

NABISCO

PARKER

Murray
Natural Gas
(
-its

TOWELS
2 for

CORN

Macaroni

2for 3W
FAB

Quart39c
RED CROSS

REGULAR

32°
NORTHERN

Al

Kills Rats and Mice

VIETTI

MEXICORN
2for 390

ricc

Pride of Illinois

RED CROSS

10-oz. Can

12-oz. size

Peanut
Butter

2for 390

CHILI

V EL
63°
TISSUE
3 for 250

ci1k

SHEDD'S

290

Green Giant

Tender - Whole Kernel

NORTHERN

shrubs anri flowers around your Natural Gas

size

17-oz. Cans

LIQUID

Giant
Size

If.iyour are a Natural Gas user, please trim the

ISH
SWEET PEAS REL
II-oz.
2for 39'4

-Gal.

9c
BARBECUE

Early Garden

FOR

10
27`
39(

12-0z. Jar

H. J. HEINZ

DEL MONTE

Can

•

